High-yielding repetitive somatic embryogenesis and plant recovery in a selected tea clone, 'TRI-2025', by temporary immersion.
Methods for improving the efficiency of repetitive somatic embryogenesis and plant recovery from somatic embryos of clonal tea, TRI 2025 [Camellia sinensis (L.) O. Kuntze] were investigated by optimising the immersion frequencies of the explants using a modified temporary immersion system (TIS). The relative efficiencies of three conventional methods for multiplying embryos were compared with the temporary immersion method. The highest rate of multiplication of secondary embryos (24-fold) was achieved using the TIS. By controlling the immersion cycles, we achieved more consistent, synchronised multiplication and embryo development with a high level of plant recovery. A one-step computer-programmed immersion protocol based on a single, simple medium with no growth regulators was developed, enabling multiplication, maturation, germination and plant recovery within 17 weeks. Plantlets recovered through this method were hardy, with 2- to 5-cm-long shoots containing a minimum of 2-4 lush green leaves and a well-formed taproot. Callus formation, hyperhydricity and other developmental abnormalities were not observed at any stage in the process. Plantlets produced using this method were successfully acclimatised to glasshouse conditions. This protocol avoids culture transfers, and thus minimises the risk of contamination and reduces labour costs. This technique could have significant commercial implications in tea propagation as it has the potential for large-scale production with considerably reduced production costs.